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Propagatio nn of ligh t in 
disordere dd scatterin g media 

Thee theoretical framework of the propagation of light in random media is reviewed in this 
chapter.. Due to scattering, the amplitude of a wave that falls on a random system of scat-
tererss decreases exponentially with the distance that the wave travels in the medium. The 
propagationn of the incident wave, also known as the coherent beam, is discussed in sec-
tionn 2.1. As the intensity is removed from the coherent beam the diffuse intensity is built 
up.. The diffusion equation is a good approximation for the description of the transport of 
thee multiply-scattered light. This approximation will be discussed in section 2.2. Special 
attentionn must be paid to the boundary conditions, since light can be internally reflected 
att the sample interfaces. Stationary transmission and reflection, and dynamic transmis-
sionn are also discussed in section 2.2. The enhanced backscattering (EBS) is described in 
sectionn 2.3. The consequences that Anderson localization has for the wave transport are 
discussedd in section 2.4. 

2.11 Coheren t beam 

Thee coherent beam is defined as the average field amplitude. The propagation 
off  a wave that falls on an inhomogeneous, disordered system of scatterers can 
bee described by considering the system as homogeneous with an effective dielec-
tri cc constant [98], Due to scattering and absorption, the amplitude of the wave 
decreasess exponentially with the distance that it propagates in the system. The ex-
tinctionn mean free path 4x is related to the imaginary part of the dielectric constant 
Keby y 

4xx = ^ ~ . (2.1) 
2lCe e 

25 5 
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Thee coherent transmission through a sample of size L is defined as the fraction 
off  the transmitted intensity 

rcohh = ^ = e x p ( - L / 4x ) , (2-2) 

wheree 70 is the incident intensity. 
Thee extinction cross section aex of a scatterer is defined as the amount of inci-

dentt light removed by a scatterer due to scattering and absorption. The extinction 
crosss section can be written as oex = as + aa, where as and aa are the scattering 
andd absorption cross sections respectively. The relation between 4x and oex (in the 
independent-scatteringg approximation) is £ex = l/(paex), where p is the density of 
scatterers.. Similarly, the scattering mean free path 4 and the absorption mean free 
pathh 4 can be related to their cross sections by 4 = l/(pos) and 4 = l/(paa). 

Thee scattering mean free path is the average distance between two scattering 
events,, or the distance over which the amplitude of the wave decays by a factor 
1JJ e due to scattering. The absorption mean free path is the average distance over 
whichh the amplitude decays by the same factor due to absorption. 

Anotherr important quantity is the albedo a, defined as the ratio between the 
scatteringg and the extinction cross sections. An albedo equal to one means aa = 0, 
thuss no absorption. In the samples used for multiple-scattering experiments ab-
sorptionn must be low, which means that they are formed by scatterers with albedo 
closee to one. Scatterers with an albedo a = 0.99999 can still give rise to an optical 
absorptionn strong enough to destroy localization [42], or at least to complicate the 
analysiss of the measurements [43]. This represents a severe experimental difficulty 
inn the search for localization. 

Withh the definitions of 4x, 4» and 4 given above 

rCOhh = exp[-L(4 + 4 ) / 4 4 ]. (2-3> 

Inn a weakly-absorbing medium, i.e., 4 <̂  4> the decay of the coherent beam can 
bee approximated to 

ĉohh * exp( -L /4 ). (2.4) 

Equationn (2.4) is known as the Lambert-Beer formula. 
Thee coherent beam must not be identified with ballistic propagation. The co-

herentt beam is formed by the wave scattered in the forward direction, while in 
thee ballistic propagation no scattering is involved and the wave propagates with a 
speedd equal to the speed of light in vacuum. 

Ass the coherent beam is attenuated by scattering, the diffuse beam is built up. 
Inn the following section the propagation of the diffuse beam is described. 
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Thee name of coherent beam has led to call the diffuse beam as the incoher-
entt beam. This nomenclature is confusing because the coherence of the wave is 
nott destroyed by scattering. Multiple scattering randomizes the phase of the wave 
butt preserves its coherence. This can be easily observed in the speckle pattern of 
thee transmitted light through a random sample when it is illuminated by a coher-
entt source. Speckle is the result of the interference of many partial waves with 
differentt phases randomized by scattering. 

2.22 Diffusiv e propagatio n 

2.2.11 The radiative-transfe r equatio n and the diffusio n approximatio n 

Thee propagation of light in a multiple-scattering medium is far from trivial. The 
exactt solution requires to solve the Maxwell's equations, for which the position, 
shapee and size of all the scatterers needs to be known. This is obviously an im-
possiblee task. Ab-initio numerical calculations are limited to one and quasi-one1 

dimensionall  systems and to a small number of scatterers [99]. 
Byy obviating the phase of the wave, or in other words, by leaving behind the 

wavee nature, the specific intensity2 can be described by the radiative-transfer equa-
tionn (RTE), equivalent to the Boltzman equation for classical particles. Neglecting 
thee phase of the wave seems to be a severe simplification; however, the RTE has 
provenn its validity. Of course, the RTE can not deal with speckle, since this phe-
nomenonn is due to wave interference. Therefore the applicability of the RTE is 
limitedd to ensemble-averaged quantities or quantities averaged over the different 
configurationss of the disorder. The RTE has been mainly exploited by astrophysi-
cistss in the study of the propagation of radiation in stellar atmospheres and in 
interstellarr clouds [100]. Unfortunately, the RTE cannot be solved analytically in 
mostt cases. Although with the advent of computers powerful numerical methods 
havee been developed [101], it is always useful to have analytical solutions. 

Thee next approximation to the RTE is the diffusion approximation, for which 
analyticall  solutions are easily found. The diffusion approximation, besides ne-
glectingg interference, considers an almost isotropic distribution of the direction of 
propagationn of the diffuse intensity. This approximation is thus valid only when 
thee gradient of the energy density is low. 

AA clear derivation of the diffusion equation from the RTE can be found in 
1AA quasi-ID system has a transverse size comparable to one mean free path. 
2Thee specific intensity I$(T,t) at position r and time t is defined as the average power flux den-

sityy within an unit-frequency band centered at a frequency v, and within an unit-solid angle in the 
directionn given by the unit vector k. 
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Ref.. [22]. According to the diffusion approximation, the energy density Ud in a 
samplee illuminated by a plane wave is 

-^--DB-^-=-^--DB-^-= / 0 6 ( Z -Z p) - |f/d , (2.5) 

wheree DB is the Boltzman diffusion constant, IQ is the incident flux and x"1 is the 
absorptionn rate. In Eq. (2.5), the incoming energy flux at the boundary z = 0 is 
replacedd by a source of diffuse radiation of strength I0 located at z = zp [102]. The 
Boltzmann diffusion constant Z)B is given in a 3D system by £>B = V ^ B / 3 , with ve 

thee energy velocity or the rate at which energy is transported, and £B the Boltzman 
meann free path. The Boltzman mean free path, or transport mean free path in 
thee absence of interference, is the average distance necessary to randomize the 
directionn of propagation of the wave by scattering. One scattering event may not 
bee enough to randomize the direction of propagation, the scattering and Boltzman 
meann free paths are related by [22] 

44 = 1 T 1 - ^ , (2.6) 
1—a(cosft) ) 

wheree a is the albedo and (cos ft) is the average of the cosine of the scattering angle. 
Onlyy for isotropic scatterers both mean free paths are equal, i.e., (cosft) = 0, and 
inn general £% >£s. 

Opticall  absorption is included in the last term of Eq. (2.5), where the absorp-
tionn time is given by xa = L\/DB. The absorption length La is the average distance 
betweenn the starting and ending points of random-walk paths of length 4- It can 
bee easily proven that in a 3D system 

U-fê-MZ.U-fê-MZ. (2-7) 
wheree a = £~l is the absorption coefficient. 

Thee diffusion approximation has been conscientiously tested and it has proven 
itss validity for the description of the transport of light [91,103-106] as well as 
forr sound [107,108]. This approximation applies to weakly-absorbing systems, 
i.e.,, 4, £B < 4 [109], with a low gradient of the energy density [22,110]. In the 
extremee case of Anderson localization the transport is inhibited and the diffusion 
approximationn breaks down. 

2.2.22 Boundar y conditions : interna l reflectio n 

Too solve the diffusion equation it is necessary to know the boundary conditions 
(BCs).. Lagendijk et al. [ I l l ] proposed that, since there is a refractive index con-
trastt at the interface, the BCs must include internal reflection. Zhu et al [112] 
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Figuree 2.1: 
Randomm medium with bound-
ariess at z = 0 and L. The av-
eragee reflectivities at the inter-
facess are Ri and Rj respec-
tively.. The diffuse fluxes out-
wardss the medium are J f at z = 
00 and J2 at z = L. The fluxes 
inwards,, Jj~ and 7 ,̂ are due to 
thee reflectivity at the interfaces. 

zz = 0 

* , , 

J: J: 

JJ \-R\J x 

zz = L 

Ri Ri 

J\ J\ 

Ji=RJ Ji=RJ 2^ 2 2 

identifiedd these BCs in the case of index-matched media with the BCs of the RTE 
solutionn for a semi-infinite layer of isotropic scatterers. 

Mostt of the experiments in 3D media, and all the ones presented in this the-
sis,, are done in samples with the geometry of a slab, i.e., samples with lateral 
dimensionss x and y, much larger that its transverse dimension z. The boundary 
conditionss of the diffusion equation are determined by considering that the diffuse 
fluxess going into the sample at z = 0 and z = L are due to a finite reflectivity at 
thee interfaces. This situation is depicted in Fig. 2.1, where the sample interfaces, 
withh an average reflectivity R\ and 7?2, are represented. The fluxes outwards are 
denotedd as J  ̂ at z = 0 and 7J at z = L, while the fluxes inwards are / f and j£ 
respectively.. The BCs are 

j -- = RYJ+ at z = 0, (2.8) ) 

j£=Rj£=R22JJ22 at z = L (2.9) ) 

Too evaluate the fluxes let's consider a medium composed by isotropic and 
non-absorbingg or weakly-absorbingg scatterers, i.e., £B «C £a- Using spherical coor-
dinates,, as represented in Fig. 2.2, the flux scattered directly from the volume dV 
ontoo the surface dS is given by 

vee cos 9 
d/++ = l/d(r, e,q>)dV ^ ^ - e x p ( - r / 4 ) dS (2.10) ) 

wheree the energy density in dV is denoted by C/d(r,6,q>)dV and ^s/ve is the Boltz-
mann mean free time. The fractional solid angle sustained by 6S from dV is <Kl  = 
(cosO/r^dS,, and the fraction of the energy density in dV that flows in the direc-
tionn of OS is dn/4ic. The loss due to scattering between dV and OS is taken into 
accountt in Eq. (2.10) by the factor exp(-r/ B̂). 

file:///-R/J
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Figuree 2.2: 
Differentiall  scattering volume 
dVV in a random medium. The 
planee z = 0 is the interface of 
thee medium. 

Replacingg dV by r2 sin 0dr d0 dcp, the total flux, which is given by integration 
off  Eq. (2.10) over the half space z > 0, is 

r2n n dsds v rK'  r r°° 
J + d S = — -MM d0 / d(p / dr£/d(r,8,q>)cosesinee-''/£B . (2.11) 

4n4n ZQ JO JO JO 

Thiss integral can be evaluated by expanding Ua(r,Q,q>) around the origin. The 
diffusionn approximation is only valid when the gradient of the energy density is 
loww [22,110], thus the expansion can be restricted to the first order 

2-- (2.12) ) 

Too simplify the notation the subscript 0 will be omitted. 
Thee terms containing x and y do not contribute to the total flux since the in-

tegrationn over dtp runs from 0 to 2n. Taking z in spherical coordinates z = rcosG, 
Eqs.. (2.11) and (2.12) give 

44 + 2 dz 
(2.13) ) 

Thee flux J is obtained by performing the integration (2.11) over the half space 
z<0 z<0 

J J 
UUddvvee DB dUd 

44 2 dz ' 
(2.14) ) 

Substitutingg Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) into Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9), the following BCs are 
found d 

dUd dUd 
dz dz 

£ / d - Z e , - e =00 at z = 0, (2.15) ) 
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UUdd+Ze+Ze22̂ r-=0^r-=0  a tz = L , (2.16) 
dU_d dU_d 
dz dz 

wheree Ze{ and Ze2 are given by [112] 

* uu =  . (2.17) 

Equat ionss (2.15) and (2.16) are equivalent to extrapolate Ua to 0 at a d is tance ZeX2 

outs idee the sample surface. Th is is the reason why Zex 2
 a re called the extrapolation 

lengths.. Therefore, in the limit of weakly-absorbing samples, the solution of the 
diffusionn equation with the mixed BCs (2.15) and (2.16) is similar to the solution 
withh zero energy density at the extrapolation lengths 

{ { UUdd = 0 at { Z _ ^ " (2.18) 
ZZ = L + Ze2. 

Iff  /?i = 0 or /?2 = 0, the corresponding extrapolation length is 2 ^ / 3, thus very 
closee to the value of 0.7104£B obtained from the RTE for a semi-infinite slab of 
isotropicc scatterers, also known as the Milne equation [113]. 

Thee average reflectivity at the boundary is calculated from the Fresnel's reflec-
tionn coefficients. It is therefore assumed a flat interface that separates the random 
system,, which has an effective refractive index ne, from the outside world with a 
refractivee index n0. Obviously the surface of the sample is not flat since the scatter-
erss give to the interface a roughness, which in our case is of the order of the optical 
wavelength.. Nonetheless, in average, a boundary reflectivity can be defined from 
thee Fresnel's reflection coefficients [114]. 

Att the interface z = 0 the diffuse flux 7j" entering the sample can be written as 

7ff  = / dQJ+{Q)R{Q). (2.19) 

Sincee scattering randomizes the polarization of the wave [115], R(Q) is the average 
Fresnel'ss reflection coefficient 

m=m=wn**)wn**) tt (2.20) 
wheree R\\(Q) and  are the Fresnel's reflection coefficients for incident light 
polarizedd parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Using Eqs. (2.10) 
andd (2.12), Eq. (2.19) can be written as 

A-- = ^ * 1 + ^ « „ , (2.2!) 
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with h 

,7t /2 2 

Ri=Ri= / de/?(8)cos9sin9, (2.22) 
Jo Jo 

and d 

rn/2 rn/2 
Ru=Ru= de/?(e)cos29sine. (2.23) 

Jo Jo 
Sincee Eqs. (2.21) and (2.14) are equal at z = 0, it can be found that 

Comparingg Eqs. (2.24) and (2.15) the average reflectivity is 

-- 3R„ + 2R, 
* '' ~ 3Ra-2Ri + 2  ( 2 2 5) 

AA similar expression to Eq. (2.25) is obtained for 7?2, with the only substitution 
off  R(Q) in Ri and Rn by the appropriated Fresnel's reflection coefficient at this 
interface. . 

2.2.33 Angular-resolve d transmissio n 

Usuallyy £e, and Ze2 are calculated using Eq. (2.17), and assuming a value of the ef-
fectivee refractive index of the sample ne, based, for instance, on the volume fraction 
off  the scatterers. Unfortunately, effective-medium theories, like Maxwell-Garnet 
orr Bruggeman [116], from which it is possible to obtain ne knowing the volume 
fractionn of scatterers, are only valid in the weak-scattering limit. Extensions of 
thesee theories into the strong-scattering regime, like the energy density coherent 
potentiall  approximation EDCPA [84,117], are only applicable to systems formed 
byy scatterers with known scattering properties. 

Ann enticing alternative to the theoretical estimation of ne, is its experimen-
tall  determination. This determination can be done from the measurement of the 
angular-resolvedd transmission [94,97,114]. 

Itt has been demonstrated in section 2.2.2 that, in a weakly-absorbing medium, 
thee energy density extrapolates to zero at a distance Ze2 from the interface of the 
sample.. The energy density close to the interface opposite to the one on which the 
samplee is illuminated can be thus written as 

£/d(r,e,(p)) oc rcos8 + Ze2 (2.26) ) 
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Introducingg Eq. (2.26) into Eq. (2.10), and integrating over dr and dq> leads to 

y(e)) oc (rcos8 + Ze2)cos0 sin9d9 (2.27) ) 

Thee transmitted flux is given by Eq. (2.27) multiplied by the Fresnel's transmission 
coefficientt [1 — /?(9)]. Refraction at the sample interface needs also to be consid-
ered.. If the angle formed by the normal to the sample surface and the direction 
off  observation is denoted by 6e, the relation between Ge and 9 is given by SnelFs 
law.. Defining /*e = cos9e and n = cos 9, the escape function P(/ie) or the angular 
distributionn of the transmitted light is [114] 

P(K) P(K) 
fkfk 2 \n0J 

(2.28) ) 

Thee factor (3/ig/2nJ) arises from the normalization of the angular-transmitted flux. 
Thee reflection coefficient and Ze2 depend solely on the refractive index contrast at 
thee interface ne/n0. Since in an experiment the refractive index outside the sample 
iss known, the only free parameter to fit an experimentally determined P(pie) is nt. 

2.2.44 Total transmissio n and reflectio n 

Thee solution of the stationary diffusion equation 

OB B 
dd22UUd d 

== -/o5(z-Zp) + - l / d , 
dzdz11  -- Xa 

withh the boundary conditions (2.15) and (2.16), is [118] 

(2.29) ) 

UUdd(z)(z) = Q 
- 11 'o^ a 

DB B 

''  [sinh(é) + ï c o s h( é ) ]x 

x [ s i n h ( ^)) + £ c o s h ( ^ )] f o r z < Z p, 

[sinh(i)) + *L cosh(i)] x 

x [ s i n h ( ^)) + ^ c oS h ( ^ ) ] f o r z > Z p, 

(2.30) ) 

where e 

H'-tMhH^Mz)H'-tMhH^Mz)  <"» 
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Inn an experiment the measured quantity is the flux. The diffuse total transmis-
sionn 7d(zp), due to a source of diffuse radiation located at zp, through a sample of 
thicknesss L is defined as the transmitted flux normalized by the incident flux. This 
totall  transmission is given by 

-D-DBBfdUfdUdd\ \ - i i sinhh ^ + ^L U ^ ? (2.32) ) 

Similarlyy the total reflection is 

-DE-DE fdUd 

*<*>~«rl-3 f f z=0 0 e-'H^Xih" e-'H^Xih" L-Zr L-Zr 

Inn the limit of no absorption, i.e., La — <», Eq. (2.32) simplifies to 

Td{zp) Td{zp) 
LL + Ze, +Ze2 ' 

(2.33) ) 

(2.34) ) 

Thee diffuse total transmission scales with the inverse of the sample thickness. This 
iss equivalent to the familiar Ohm's law for the conductance in electronic systems. 

Iff  the coherent transmission is negligible and La — «>, Eq. (2.33) can be written 
as s 

#d(zp)) = 1 ~ Td(zp) (2.35) ) 

Sincee no absorption takes place, the diffuse total transmission plus the diffuse total 
reflectionn equals 1. 

Iff  La <C L, the diffuse total transmission decays exponentially with the sample 
thickness s 

Td(zp)Td(zp) =A(zp)exp(-L/La), 

with h 

A(zA(z ) =  2La(Zp + Ze,) 

Thee diffuse total reflection in the limit La < L is given by 

*d(Zp)) = i i n t f ^ ^  exp("̂ /La)

(2.36) ) 

(2.37) ) 

(2.38) ) 
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Energyy conservation requires that 

ïd(zp)) +*d(zp) + Tcoh + » = 1 , (2.39) 

wheree SR is the fraction of absorbed energy, and 7COh is the coherent transmission 
(seee section 2.1). 

Sincee the direction of propagation of the wave is randomized after an average 
distancee of one Boltzman mean free path £&, the source of diffusion radiation is 
usuallyy considered to be located at z = zp ~ £& [102]. For systems formed by 
(nearly)) isotropic scatterers the approximation zp ~ £B can be relaxed by weighting 
Eqs.. (2.32) and (2.33) with an exponential-source distribution [119] 

ftft = ^/ ' ,ï i(zp)e-*<bp = 

== ( 2 e ) - ' { ^ [ e x p ( £ - è ) - l ] [ l + ï ] + (2.40) 

+ 5 M « p ( - * - é ) - i ] [ i - £ ] } . . 

HiHi  = fo"Rd(zT)e-*dzT = 

- ( 2 ö ) - ' { ^ ^ [ e x p ( - i - A ) - l ] [ [ ++ (2.41) 

Equationss (2.40) and (2.41) represent the diffuse total transmission and reflection 
off  a disordered slab of isotropic scatterers that is illuminated by a plane wave. 

Thee Boltzman mean free path is defined in the absence of interference. As we 
willl  see in sections 2.3 and 2.4, enhanced backscattering and the extreme case of 
Andersonn localization renormalize £B to the transport mean free path £ by interfer-
ence.. If the size of the sample is larger than the coherence length (see section 2.4), 
thee results derived from the diffusion approach are still valid with the substitution 
off  4 by £ 

Inn Fig. 2.3 the diffuse total transmission (a) and reflection (b) of three media 
aree plotted versus the optical thickness L/£%. In the three examples Zct — Ze2 — 
(2/3)^B-- The solid lines correspond to a non-absorbing medium. For L/£B » 1 
thee diffuse total transmission decreases linearly with the inverse of the sample 
thickness,, and 7d +/?d = 1. A medium with an absorption length of La — 25 B̂ 
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Figuree 2.3: 
Diffusee total transmission 7d 
andd reflection 7?d as a function 
off the optical thickness L/£B-
Thee solid lines correspond to a 
randomm system in the absence 
off absorption. The dashed lines 
displayy 7j and Ra for a system 
withh La = 25^B- An absorp
tionn length of La = 10^B is con
sideredd in the T  ̂and /?<] repre
sentedd by dashed-dotted lines. 
Inn the three examples the ex
trapolationn lengths are ze, = 
Ze22 = (2/3)£B. 

00 20 40 60 80 100 
Opticall thickness, L/£B 

iss represented in Fig. 2.3 with dashed lines. The dashed-dotted lines display the 
diffusee total transmission and reflection of a system with La = 10£R- For L^>La 

thee diffuse total transmission decreases exponentially with the sample thickness, 
Eq.. (2.36), and the diffuse total reflection saturates to a value that depends on La, 
Eq.. (2.38). 

Inn a total-transmission measurement, the diffuse and coherent transmission are 
measured.. Therefore, the total transmission is defined as 

TT = TC0h + T& . (2.42) ) 

Thee coherent transmission is only significant in samples with a thickness of a few 
meann free paths. 

Thee total reflection is formed by the specular and diffuse reflection. In the 
experimentss presented in this thesis, the wave incidences normally to the sample 
interface.. The specular reflection is minimum and the total reflection can be ap
proximatedd to the diffuse reflection 

R~RR~Rdd. . (2.43) ) 

Equationss (2.42) and (2.43) are the basis for the analysis of the total-transmission 
andd reflection measurements presented on chapters 3 and 4. 
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2.2.55 Dynami c transmissio n 

Thee time-dependent diffusion equation (2.5) with the BCs (2.15) and (2.16) does 
nott have a closed-form solution [107]. An analytical expression for the time-
dependentt energy density is obtained if the BCs (2.18) are used. As discussed 
inn section 2.2.2, both BCs are equivalent if £A^$> £B- The time-dependent energy 
densityy in a sample illuminated by a plane wave is 

4 inK^)sinK^)]} } 
Thee time-dependent diffuse transmission is [120,121] 

m=m= - f ^ ^ E " = , { « e x p ( - ^ F ) x 

*K-^M«^)]} --
wheree zp has been replaced by £^. 

Multiplee scattering increases the transit time of the light through the sam-
ple.. Light propagating through short optical paths leaves the sample at earlier 
timess than light that propagates along long paths. The distribution of path lengths 
(Eq.. (2.44)) results in a broadening of the transmitted pulse. In Fig. 2.4 it is dis-
playedd the normalized transmission through a non-absorbing sample with an op-
ticall  thickness L/£B = 50, a diffusion constant DR = 50 m/s2, and extrapolation 

Figuree 2.4: 
Normalizedd transmission of a 
pulsee 8(f) through a non-
absorbingg sample with an op-
ticall  thickness L/£% = 50, dif-
fusionn constant DB = 50 m/s2, 
andd extrapolation lengths Zex = 
Ze22 = (2/3)4-
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lengthss Ze{ = Ze2 = (2 /3)^B • The incoming pulse in the example of Fig. 2.4 is a 
deltaa function at t = 0. 

Thee long-time behaviour of the pulse is given by an exponential decay [121] 

7d(f)ocexp(-j;)) , (2.46) 

wheree the decay time T is 

11 7t2DB 1 

TT (L + Ze, +Ze2)
 xa 

2.33 Enhance d backscatterin g 

Enhancedd backscattering (EBS) refers to an increase of the reflected intensity from 
aa disordered medium relative to the diffuse reflection. This increase is due to 
interferencee of waves propagating along time-reversed paths. The observation 
off EBS [68,69] constituted a breakthrough in the study of wave propagation in 
disorderedd media. EBS demonstrates the survival of interference effects in the 
ensemble-averagedd intensity and the limitations of the radiative-transfer equation. 
Thee principle of EBS has been introduced in section 1.3, these ideas are developed 
here. . 

Considerr a plane wave emitted by a source located at A (see Fig. 2.5). This 
wavee falls on a semi-infinite random medium with a wave vector k\. The wave 
propagatess along optical paths as the one represented with a solid line in Fig. 2.5. 
Thee wave is scattered out of the medium. In the direction of point B the wave 
vectorr is kB. For each path there is a time reversed (dashed line in Fig. 2.5). The 
interferencee pattern produced at B by the wave propagating along the two paths is 
determinedd by the difference in the path length. The relative phase of the wave at 
Biss given by [122] 

EEl l 

- §§ = exp[i(kA + kB) • (ri - r„)] , (2.48) 

wheree £ j and £JJ are the amplitudes of the wave after propagating along the path 
II and its time reversed II respectively, rj is the location of the first scatterer of the 
opticall path and r„ is the position of the last scatterer. Since at the exact backscat
teringg direction both paths are equal, the phases of the wave are the same. At 
directionss other than the backscattering the phase kA • (ri — r„) is due to the extra 
pathh length at incidence, while the phase kB • (rj — r„) owns to the extra path length 
att exit. 
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Thee intensity at B is calculated by squaring the sum of the complex amplit-
udee of the wave El propagating along the path and the amplitude of the wave E11 

propagatingg along the time-reversed path 

14+44 |2=| 412 +1412 +44r +4*4' • (2-49) 

Underr the assumption that the system is invariant under time reversal, i.e, in both 
pathss the wave sees the same scatterers, equations (2.48) and (2.49) give 

l 4 + £ B l 2 = l 4 l 2 l 1 + e x P H ( k A + k B ) - ( r i - r „ ) ] | 2 = = 
(2.50) ) 

== 2 | 4 | 2 { l + c o s [ ( k A + kB)-( r , - r„) ]} . 

Thee term cos [(kA + kB) • (ri - r„)] is due to the interference terms 4 4 * + 4 4 -
Sincee the first and the last scatterer of the optical path are approximately at the 
samee distance from the sample interface, i.e., at one mean free path, the inter
ferencee term can be estimated as cos[| kA + kB || r\ — r„ | cos0], where 9 is the 
scatteringg angle formed by kA and — k^. The interference term oscillates between 
+11 and -1 as 0 is varied. The larger the distance between the first and the last scat
tererr is, the faster is this oscillation as 0 changes. In Fig. 2.6 (a) the interference 
patternn is plotted for three optical paths with different | ri — r„ |. Note that this 
interferencee pattern is equal to the one produced by two coherent sources located 
att ri andr„. 

Att the exact backscattering direction, kA = — kB, there is no difference in the 
pathh length of the reversed paths independently of their length or, in other words, 
thee interference term is maximum for all optical paths (see Fig. 2.6 (a)). If all the 
pathss are added, there is consequently an enhanced intensity at the backscattering 

Figuree 2.5: 
Disorderedd scattering medium 
representedd by the shadowed 
region.. A source located at 
pointt A generates a plane wave 
withh wave vector kA which in
cidencess in the medium. The 
reflectionn is observed at point 
B.. The scattering angle is 9. A 
possiblee optical path is repre
sentedd with a solid line, while 
itss time reversed is displayed 
withh a dashed line. 
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Figuree 2.6: (a) Three interference patterns of waves propagating along time-reversed paths 
off  a random system. The uppermost corresponds to a path in which the distance between 
thee first and last scatterer is small. The lowest is of a path in which this distance is large, (b) 
enhanced-backscatteredd intensity resulting from the addition of all possible interference 
patterns.. The dashed line represents the diffuse background. Ideally the enhancement 
factorr equals two times the diffuse reflection at 0 = 0. 

direction.. As 8 is increased the enhanced intensity decreases until it merges with 
thee diffuse reflection background. As represented in Fig. 2.6 (b), a cone-shaped 
intensity,, called enhanced-backscattering cone is obtained when the intensity is 
plottedd as a function of the scattering angle. The dashed line in Fig. 2.6 (b) repre-
sentss the diffuse background. 

Enhancedd backscattering influences the wave transport. The enhanced inten-
sityy at the backscattering direction can be interpreted as a higher probability for the 
wavee to return to the source, which can be translated into a lower probability that 
thee wave has to diffuse away. Enhanced backscattering leads to a renormalization 
off  the Boltzman diffusion constant due to interference of the wave's amplitudes 
propagatingg along time-reversed paths. The renormalized diffusion constant is 
DD = ve£/3y where the transport mean free path t is denned as the average length 
overr which the direction of propagation of the wave is randomized by scattering in 
thethe presence of interference. 

Thee shape of the EBS cone can be calculated using the diffusion approxima-
tion.. The backscattered intensity is determined by the distribution of paths between 
i"ii  and r„ , weighted by the interference term, 

/(kAA + kB) 
== ydr||P(r,,rJ I){ l+cos[(kA + kB)-(r ,-rI I ) ] }  . (2.51) 

Wheree P(ri,rn) represents the probability that a wave entering the medium at ri 
diffusess to r„ , where it exits. Since the first and last scatterer are located approx-
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imatelyy at the same distance from the boundary, r\\ « 1*1 — r„ , where || stands for 
parallell  with the surface of the sample. For a semi-infinite and non-absorbing sam-
ple,, and in the absence of any phase-breaking mechanism [102] 

/(kAA + kB) = 3(^+ze i) f l - e x p [ - 2 | kA + kB | ( l +Ze , )n (2,2, 

IoIo  4*t I 2 |kA + k„| (* + * , ) ƒ ' ^ ' ' 

Thee factor 2 | kA + kB | (£ + Ze,) varies from 0 at the backscattering direction to 
valuess > 1 at large scattering angles. Therefore, Eq. (2.52) predicts a sharp shape 
att the backscattering direction with an enhancement factor of 2 with respect to the 
diffusee background. 

Thee full width at half maximum W of the EBS cone is related to the transport 
meann free path by [102,123] 

^ ^ ( 1 " S | ) -- ( 2 5 3) 

Iff  £ is short there is a small probability for the wave to diffuse over a long distance 
beforee it is scattered out of the sample. In this situation the cone is wide. The 
effectt of internal reflection in the cone width is easy to understand: due to internal 
reflectionn light is re-injected into the sample, leading to an average increase of ry, 
andd a narrowing of the EBS cone [124]. 

Followingg diffusion arguments, the EBS intensity at the scattering angle 6 is 
duee to paths with a length s [122] 

s<§-s<§-((-- (2.54) 

Forr large 9, or at the wings of the cone, only short paths contribute to the EBS. At 
thee backscattering direction, i.e., 8 = 0, infinitely-long paths add to the cone. 

Duee to optical absorption and the finite thickness of the sample, long paths 
doo not contribute to the EBS [125,126]. In a sample of thickness L, if the wave 
reachess the side opposite to the one where it incidences, it will escape. Using 
random-walkk arguments, the number of steps needed to travel a distance L is 
3(L/£)3(L/£)22.. The path length is given by the number of random steps multiplied by £ 
(stepp length) s = 3L2/£. Using Eq. (2.54), for 9 < ko/(2y/3L) the number of paths 
contributingg to the EBS is limited by L, and the shape of the EBS intensity be-
comess flat. The same reasoning holds if there is optical absorption, in which case 
pathss longer than 4 are absent. The net distance traveled by the random walker 
alongg the path of length 4 is the absorption length La (Eq. 2.7). In this case, the 
flatteningflattening of the EBS intensity occurs for 8 < A<,/(2\/3£a)-
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Thee determination of the EBS shape for finite and absorbing samples is per-
formedd by including both effects in P(ri,rn). This calculation can be found in 
Refs.. [123,127]. 

Itt should be stressed that the enhanced backscattering is the result of the inter-
ferencee of waves propagating along time-reversed paths. There is also interference 
off  waves that propagate along independent paths. As it is explained in section 1.3, 
thiss interference leads to optical speckle. To observe the EBS intensity it is nec-
essaryy to average over speckle, which is achieved by averaging the measurements 
overr different configurations of the scatterers. This averaging is readily done in 
suspensionss of scatterers by Brownian motion. In solid samples the averaging is 
usuallyy realized by performing several measurements at different locations of the 
samplee [128]. 

2.44 Anderso n localizatio n 

Enhancedd backscattering leads to a renormalization of the Boltzman diffusion con-
stantt or, equivalently, of the Boltzman mean free path. Although EBS occurs in 
anyy disordered system, the correction to the diffusion constant can be ignored in 
mostt of them due to the fairly-weak scattering. Only when the scattering mean free 
pathh approaches the critical value where the localization transition takes place, in-
terferencee of waves propagating along closed paths plays a crucial role in the wave 
transport.. The coherent behavior of the sample on length scales shorter than a 
characteristicc length denoted by the coherence length C, need to be considered in 
thee determination of the transport mean free path I. As mentioned in the preceding 
section,, the transport mean free path is defined as the average distance required to 
randomizee the direction of propagation in the presence of interference. The crit-
icall  mean free path £c is defined as the value of the scattering mean free path at 
whichh the Anderson localization transition takes place. According to the Ioffe-
Regell  criterion for localization [20], for isotropic scattering the transition occurs 
whenn £c ~ k~x = X0/(2jcne). If 4 is equal to £c the transport is inhibited and £ van-
ishes.. The renormalization of £B due to interference can be expressed as [28,64] 

**  = * B - * C = 4 / C (2-55) 

Thee coherence length is thus defined as 
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Figuree 2.7: 
Coherencee length £ (solid line) 
andd localization length !; (dot-
tedd line) as a function of 4 /4-
Thee localization transition £s — 
44 is marked with the dashed 
line. . 

Iff  the system is formed by isotropic scatterers, i.e., £& = 4, the coherence length 
is s 

c c 
II 2 2 

- 4 4 
(2.57) ) 

Thee coherence length in such a system is plotted in Fig. 2.7 as a function of the 
proximityy to the localization transition. 

Inn a weak scattering sample, i.e., 4 2> 4. Eq. (2.57) is £ ~ £s. In this limit 
interferencee is irrelevant, and £ = £Q. Close to the transition £ diverges, which 
meanss that in a finite sample it is the sample size L which sets the scale on which 
interferencee needs to be considered in the determination of £. The transport mean 
freee path in a finite sample at the transition is 

£(L)~4/L. . (2.58) ) 

Thiss scale dependence of £ can be understood with the help of Fig. 2.8, where a 
samplee of linear size L at the localization transition is represented. If the source 
off  radiation is at the center of the sample, waves propagating along closed paths 
containedd within the sample volume will interfere, leading to a renormalized mean 
freee path. However, waves propagating along longer paths will leak out of the sam-
ple.. As the size of the sample is increased also the number of paths that interfere 
increases,, giving rise to a larger renormalization. Only in an infinite sample the 
transportt mean free path will vanish completely. Localization is thus the result of 
addingg the interference contribution of all possible paths. 

Opticall  absorption removes waves propagating along distances longer than 
La,, preventing them to interfere. If L » La, the transport mean free path at the 
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transitionn is 

< ? ( L » La) ~ ^ / L a. . 

AA natural interpolation of Eqs. (2.55), (2.58) and (2.59) is [28,75] 

pi pi 
ii I B , IB 

(2.59) ) 

(2.60) ) 

Itt is important to note that in Eq. (2.60) the finite absorption and sample thickness 
aree included with the same weight as cut-off lengths for £. This equal weight is 
onlyy valid for samples with the geometry of a cube. Most of the experiments in 
randomm media of scatterers are done in layers of scatterers with x and y dimensions 
muchh larger than the thickness. For such samples the contribution of absorption in 
Eq.. (2.60) is expected to be more important than the finite thickness. Light paths 
longerr than La are removed due to absorption while paths much longer than L are 
stilll  possible along the x — y planes. 

Iff  the size of the sample is larger than the coherence length the wave will re-
sumee its diffuse propagation with a renormalized transport mean free path. Above 
thee transition it is thus still valid to use the results derived from the diffusion ap-
proximationn (section 2.2) with the substitution of £  ̂by £. 

AA more interesting situation occurs in non-absorbing samples if the coherence 
lengthh is larger than the size of the sample, i.e., in the vicinity of the localization 
transition.. The diffuse total transmission is calculated with the substitution of £B 
byy i{L)  in Eq. (2.34). In the limit £ 
is s 

7d d 
(2 (2 
11. . 
LL22' ' 

ooo and La —> oo the diffuse total transmission 

(2.61) ) 

Figuree 2.8: 
Samplee of size L at the localiza-
tionn transition. Waves propa-
gatingg along paths contained in 
thee volume defined by the sam-
plee will interfere. Longer paths 
willl  leave the sample. 
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Thee diffuse total transmission scales with L~2 in contrast with its L" 1 dependence 
farr from the transition. This scale dependence has been measured for microwave 
radiationn [43] in a system of teflon and aluminum spheres, and for near-infrared 
radiationn in samples of GaAs particles [76]. 

Inn the localized regime, i.e., 4 < £c, the wave cannot propagate. The wave is 
localizedd in a length scale given by the localization length £. For isotropic scatter-
edd the localization length is [67] 

Thee localization length is plotted versus 4 / 4 in Fig. 2.7 (dotted line). Localization 
meanss that the amplitude of the wave decreases exponentially with the distance to 
thee source. The transmitted intensity through a sample in the localization regime 
iss given by 

TT oc exp(-L/£). (2.63) 

Itt is important to note that the scale dependence of the transmission in the 
casee of localization in a non-absorbing medium Eq. (2.63) is the same as in an ab-
sorbingg system in the classical diffusion regime Eq. (2.36). This equal dependence 
complicatess greatly the interpretation of the total-transmission measurements [77], 

Thee renormalization of the £Q can be expressed as a renormalization of the 
Boltzmann diffusion constant 

^ ^ ( ll + T + ê)- (264) 

Thee time required by a wave to diffuse from one side of a sample to the opposite 
onee is V(L) = L2/D(L). Far from the transition this time is proportional to L2. 
Inn the vicinity of the transition, i.e., if £ » L, and in a non-absorbing sample the 
diffusionn constant is D(L) = DB£B/L, and the transit time is T(L) <*  L3. Near the 
transitionn the wave experiences a slowing down, which will show up as a long-time 
taill  in the transmitted pulse. 

Anotherr way to study the localization transition is by measuring the coherent 
beambeam transmitted through the sample from which 4 can be obtained (see sec-
tionn 2.1). We have seen that for dielectric scatterers and far from the transition 
£&=£>£&=£>  4, Eq. (2.6). Close to the transition £ should become smaller than 4 (see 
Fig.. 1.4). The knowledge of both mean free paths provides an important tool in 
thee study of localization. 

Andersonn localization affects also the enhanced backscattering. As we have 
seenn in section 2.3, all optical paths contribute to the EBS intensity only at the 
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backscatteringg direction 0 = 0. The wings of the EBS cone are due to low-order 
scatteringg [123]. In the localization regime the wave is localized on a length scale 
givenn by £. In a EBS experiment the maximum distance between the first and the 
lastt scatterer in the medium will be of the order of %. This limitation on the path-
lengthh distribution gives rise to a similar effect on the EBS intensity than optical 
absorptionn and the finite size of the sample (see section 2.3), i.e., a flattening of 
thee EBS intensity at 9 ~ 0. A rigorous treatment of the shape of the EBS in the 
localizationn regime can be found in Ref. [129]. The flattening of the EBS due to 
thee onset of Anderson localization has been measured in porous GaP samples at 
opticall  wavelengths [79]. 


